
AS I CELEBR ATED M Y 60TH 
BIRTHDAY IN 2016, I pondered what 
artistic project I might undertake to 
commemorate this significant mile-
stone in my life.

As I mused, a number of inspira-
tions scrolled through my mind: the 
brilliant beach scenes by Joaquín 
Sorolla y Bastida that I saw in a San 
Diego exhibit a few years prior; the 
highly saturated colors and lyrical 
renderings of figures at the 2016 Pastel 
Artists Canada exhibition; fellow 
pastel artist Marla Baggetta’s “100 
explorations of the same scene” series; 
and the lively antics of children and 
families in the bright sunshine at a 
sand castle competition. 

Suddenly it all came together— 
a series of 60 small, brightly col-
ored paintings of the same subject: 
children at the beach. The resulting 
“Beach Bits” paintings have taught 
me a great deal about value, contre-
jour lighting and the use of intense 
color, not to mention strengthening 
my figure-rendering skills.

In the end, I did more than 80 of 
these small paintings, as exhibitions 
of the original 60 prompted a high 
number of additional commissions.

Here’s how I successfully executed 
my plan—and celebrated my “dia-
mond jubilee” birthday in the process.

Gathering Resource Material 
First, I needed interesting resource 
material. I determined that I 
definitely wasn’t after portraits; in 
fact, I didn’t want the children in the 

paintings to be at all recognizable. 
I was looking for universal images, a 
shared experience and memory. Not 
only that, but in these times of hyper-
security—and for good reason—you 
can get into a whole heap of trouble 
taking photos of random children, 

even if you look like—and are— 
a harmless middle-aged lady.

I had taken a number of candid 
photos at a sand castle building con-
test, and after some cropping using 
my computer’s photo editor program, 
I had quite a few good possibilities. 

A Series For the Ages
A momentous occasion serves as the impetus for a heartfelt painting project 
that yields numerous positive outcomes. 
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Another few sunny days standing in 
the shallow water of my local beach, 
snapping random scenes with my 
iPhone, generated even more images. 

I took pictures of children wearing 
floppy sunhats and wide-brimmed 
ball caps, youngsters facing away 
from me, and others with their hair 
swinging over their faces—anything 
that obscured their facial features. If 
I noticed a parent eyeing me suspi-
ciously, I handed over my business 
card and explained my intent. Not one 
of them objected; in fact, quite a few of 
them ended up buying a painting later. 

Working the Plan
Next, I needed a plan. I knew that 
if the paintings turned out well, I 
wanted to exhibit the resulting series, 

so I researched a framing solution 
that would offer consistency at an 
affordable price. I selected a simple 
black 12x12-inch wooden frame and 
an 8x8-inch cream mat and ordered 
25 of each, to start. This number net-
ted me a bulk discount, bringing each 
frame and mat set to under $30. 

I began the creative process by 
hand drawing the featured child 
from the cropped photo and transfer-
ring the drawing onto sanded pastel 
paper—Canson Mi-Teintes Touch 
paper, usually white but sometimes 
dark blue.

After more than a dozen paintings, 
I felt that I had achieved the desired 
increase in my figure-drawing skills 
and devised a shortcut to make my 
goal of 60 paintings more attainable.
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Printing off a black-and-white 
copy of the main figure in the correct 
size, I used Saral paper—a non-car-
bon-return paper that doesn’t smudge 
or bleed—to trace the figure’s outline 
onto the painting surface. I focused 
more on the divisions of value than 
on details, lightly tracing just enough 
lines to capture the child’s essential 
proportions and gesture.

I chose figures that conveyed posi-
tive emotions: playfulness, happiness, 
excitement, friendship and family 
ties. Each image included one or two 
children fully engaged in whatever 
they were doing—digging in the 
sand, jumping in the waves, gather-
ing shells or braving the waters while 
grasping Daddy’s hand.

Painting the Figures
Using hard pastels and pastel pencils, 
I painted the figures impressionisti-
cally sans facial details. I finished 
each with a dash of softer pastel 
strokes for energy and motion. 

When painting, I usually altered 
the color or style of the child’s swim-
suit or clothing in the interest of 
“anonymizing” the figure. This deci-
sion led to an amusing situation at 
the first exhibition, at which a mother 
insisted one of the paintings must be 
of her daughter, because her child 
owned “that exact pink hat.” The 
original hat was blue and a different 
shape, but who was I to argue with 
her feeling of recognition? She bought 
the painting.

For the semi-abstracted back-
grounds, I let my creativity out to play: 
turquoise and cobalt waters, sparkling 
whitecaps, pink and yellow sand, and 
dots of happy colors to suggest beach 
flotsam. I was amazed to find how 

little detail was needed to “read” as a 
familiar beach scene—a touch of dark 
shadow under a spot of color created 
a convincing shell or pebble.

I got so that I could complete each 
painting within an hour, and I’d often 
finish two or three during a single 
painting session. I became bolder, 
adding in pregnant mamas and 
paunchy grandpas—and I got better 
at capturing the moment and the light 
with just one pass, keeping the strokes 
clean and fresh.

I loved doing every painting, and 
achieved my goal of 60 works before 
the end of my milestone year.

Sharing Iconic Scenes 
Because they were small, and the 
frames modest, I could sell the “Beach 
Bits” paintings for an affordable 
price, which resulted in buyers often 
choosing multiples. I had giclée 
prints and cards made of a few of my 
favorites, which also have been good 
sellers. More than a year later, the 
collection remains quite popular.  
A young mother recently came by the 
studio and chose four of them. The 
paintings seem to capture memories 
of precious moments of carefree 
times for most people, and who 
doesn’t like to be reminded of those?

Here’s what I learned from this 
experience: Pick a subject you love, 
pick a number and get painting. You’ll 
be surprised by what you’ll learn—
and perhaps earn, too. 

RUTH RODGERS (ruthrodgers.com) 
recently retired from a long stretch as 
president of the Pastel Artists Canada 
to concentrate on her own painting in 
her seaside studio on British Columbia’s 
beautiful Sunshine Coast. 

“The paintings seem to capture memories 
of precious moments of carefree times for 
most people, and who doesn’t like to be 
reminded of those?” 
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